A well known result is that the inference problem for propositional Horn formulae can be solved in linear time. We show that this remains true even in the presence of arbitrary (static) propositional background knowledge. Our main tool is the notion of a cumulated clause, a slight generalization of the usual clauses in Propositional Logic. We show that each propositional theory has a canonical irredundant base of cumulated clauses, and present an algorithm to compute this base.
Introduction
Inferring information can be a tedious task, even in the simple setting of Propositional Logic: To decide if a propositional formula follows from a given list of formulae is, in general, an NP-complete problem. If, however, all the formulae under consideration are implications, then the inference problem can easily be solved.
Implications are particularly natural to describe classi cations, when objects are grouped with regard to selected attributes. In such a situation, implications encode expressions of the form \each object with attributes a 1 ; : : :; a n also has attributes b 1 ; : : :; b m ." The simple inference mechanism allows to effectively study the system of all implications that hold in a given situation and to construct an irredundant implicational base, see 4], Section 2.3.
Implications are natural to describe classi cations because objects are usually grouped according to their common attributes, whereas disjunctions and negations are of lesser importance. Nevertheless, for some purposes implications are insu cient: they cannot express that certain attributes exclude each other or that the absence of an attribute implies the presence of another. In a knowledge acquisition process, such non-implicational information is often static and has the character of background information. For many-valued attributes (see 4], Section 1.3), such background knowledge may describe the implicit structure of the attribute values.
An implicational knowledge acquisition method with propositional background knowledge has been described in 3], with emphasis on the methodology rather than on the e ciency. The algorithmic problems have been studied in 7] . The present paper combines and extends results from these. To make it accessible to a wider audience it is formulated in the language of Propositional Logic, in contrast to its predecessors, which use the terminology of Formal Concept Analysis.
We proceed as follows: First we introduce the notion of a pseudo model. This can be done without reference to logic, in terms of elementary set theory. Next we de ne a class of propositional formulae which we call cumulated clauses (because they are conjunctions of clauses having the same negated part). Cumulated clauses generalize the usual clauses; therefore each propositional theory is generated by its cumulated clauses. We prove an \irredundant basis" result for cumulated clauses and give an algorithm to construct such a base. Unfortunately, unlike in the case of implications, this basis is not necessary of minimal cardinality. Our nal result shows that the complexity of implicational inference, modulo background knowledge given in the form of cumulated clauses, depends linearly on the implicational part.
Pseudo models
Let M be a nite set and let F be a set of some subsets of M. For reasons that will become transparent later we call the elements of F the \models".
De nition 1 A set P M is a pseudo model of F P(M) if
(1) P 6 2 F, and (2) for each pseudo model Q P, Q 6 = P, there is some F 2 F with Q F P.
A quasi model of F is a set which is either a pseudo model or belongs to F.
Example 1 Let M := f1; : : :; 6g and let F be the set of those subsets which correspond to connected sub gures of the displayed gure, including the empty set. The pseudo models of F are precisely the nine disconnected two-element sets f1; 2g, . . . , f4; 5g. Note that the quasi models are just the sets which satisfy (2). The models, that is, the elements of F, are precisely the subsets P M satisfying (2 ) for each pseudo model Q P there is some F 2 F with Q F P. 
In the case of cumulated Horn clauses, the stem base is the smallest possible generating set consisting of cumulated clauses, counting the number of generators (Theorem 5 of Wild 10] 
Proposition 3 A set L of cumulated clauses satisfying
cannot have more pseudo models than elements.
Proof For each pseudo model P 1 of L there must be some cumulated clause
is not a model of. Then A P 1 . If P 2 is a pseudo model with P 1 P 2 then by De nition 1 P 1 F P 2 for some F 2 Mod(L), and thus P 2 is a model of . If neither P 1 P 2 nor P 2 P 1 then Proposition 1 yields that P 1 \ P 2 is a model. But then P 1 must be a model of , a contradiction. It is easy to see that the sequence terminates. In every step, the lectically smallest element is removed. Note that the construction is not fully deterministic since there may be several that can be used. The next proposition shows that this has no e ect on the result: Both the theorem and the corollary can be used to generate all models of L in the following manner:
To check if there is a model of L, compute the sequence X 0 ; X 1 : : : as dened above, for X = . If some X i = then L has no model. Otherwise, L( ) is the smallest model of L. Whenever a model A is found, the lectically next model, if existent, can be found using the criteria given in the theorem or the corollary. If no \next" models exists, all models were found.
Finding pseudo models
The method which we have developed above can also be used to construct the pseudo models of a given family F P(M). As in Theorem 1 let B F denote the stem base of F. Proposition 5 If L B F and P M is minimal with respect to 1. P is a model of L, 2. P 6 2 F, then P is a pseudo model of F. Proof Let Q P, Q 6 = P, be a pseudo model of F. Q is no model of L, since P was minimal. But by Proposition 2, Q is the only cumulated clause in B F not respected by Q. So Q 2 L. Since P respects q , there must be an element B t 2 F with Q B t P. This shows that P satis es the conditions for being a pseudo model of F. Proposition 5 gives rise to an algorithm that constructs, for a given set F P(M), all pseudo models and thereby the stem base B F . The algorithm generates, step by step in lectic order, all quasi models and a list L of cumulated clauses that will eventually be equal to B F . We start with L := .
The smallest quasi model is . Whenever a quasi model Q is found, we check if it belongs to F. If not, then Q is a pseudo model and we enlarge L by Q .
Then the \next" model of L is constructed with Corollary 1. According to Proposition 4, it is a quasi model of F. More formally, we proceed as follows: Algorithm for constructing the stem base B F of a given set F M. Let M be linearly ordered. where the indexing is choosen in such a way that jT 1 j jT 2 j jT N j:
Then the total number of sets generated in the above algorithm is at most Theorem 4 Let N be a set of cumulated clauses. The number of set operations necessary to decide if a given cumulated Horn clause follows from N and a given set H of cumulated Horn clauses, i.e., if 2 Th(Mod(N H)); is (for xed N) linear in the size jHj jMj of H.
We expect this result to be of practical value for knowledge acquisition with many valued attributes, see 3] for details.
